
section starts. You notice how he reverts to it again here. Yes, Mr. Abbott.

I'm glad you raised that question, because a hing one can just take for granted.

Yu repeat it. I mean every time I give a course in Isaiah or a course in Prophets

or a course in Old Testament History I go into it, and naturally there's a good bit

of overlapning between those classes. And so you sort of get to the ooint where you

take it for granted everybody knows but they don't, of courses znd it's good to have

them brought up again. The word "Babylon" refers to a particular city, and th eop1e

of Babylon were originally semitic people, west semitic people who had come from

syria probably. And they lived in Babylon and had a great Q atien-the¬ ae4n

civilization there from about 2000 3.C - nerhaps a little before that - - (Ir-L3)

it's not an old city; it's old from our viewpoint but it's not one of the an.ienté cities

of Mesopotamia; many cities there go back to 4003; this one only to about 2500 at the

earliest, but it became a great city, the strongest city in Ueepeai Mesopotamia for

a few centur±es and then was conquered by 'oeople from the mountains and sank into a

secondary position. When again it comes to be a orimary city--at the time of Nebuchad

ne zzar at about something after 600 B.C., at this time the leading people in the city

are called Cha)cjanj they were not so called before. And we have previously in

the Chaldeans who were settled at

the northern end of the Persian gulf in the marshland there. And so we know there were

a people called Cha]4eans in that area for some time before this -how long we don't

know, and they would seem to have come into Babylon and to have bec:'me dominant in

Babylon. And then when we find inthe book of Daniel they refer to the Chaldeans as a

syxio for wise men it would seem that these people were the leading eoole in the ),and

and had so mithh standing that the outstanding leaders and experts came to be called

Chaldeans. But it's not really a term for wise men; it is a term for a group of people

who at this peiod are the dominant people in the city of Babylon. Now with therms like

t,ia always r4ise a question if there is something that you don't know, because it may

be something that nobody knows; there are terms that we just haven't found the answer to.

But they are comaratively few; most of them we have a pretty good inkling now, and scs
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